KABLOONA
the porch, and it will freeze instantly. Then you take a hammer,
and break it up into chunks and put the pieces in a sack. Leave
the sack out where the stuff will stay frozen, and take it along
when you go out on the trail. When you get to an igloo you
warm up one of these paving blocks and your dinner is served.5
I was learning, incidentally, that when a thing really freezes
it does not like to thaw out again. One evening I opened a tin
of peas and put the peas, tin and all, into a pot of water on the
stove. The water boiled and bubbled for ten minutes, after
which I took the tin out thinking there would be nothing left
in it. The tin was strictly intact, an absolute block. I broke the
Hock into three pieces and put them back into the boiling
Tvater. The result was no better. Finally I had to chop, the
frozen mass into tiny bits before it would even begin to melt.
An Eskimo sled varies in length between a dozen and
eighteen feet and stands no more than six or eight inches off
the ground. Its runners are of steel, but steel will not do. Steel
sticks: snow clings to it, freezes in lumps and impedes smooth
running. The Eskimos have their own way of overcoming this.
During the summer they bring up mud from the lake-bottoms
and heap it up on land, where it freezes. When winter comes
they hack off great chunks of the mud and boil it in a cauldron
over a seal-oil lamp. Once the mud is thawed completely out,
they smear it, boiling, on the runners where it freezes again,
instantly though roughly. Then they borrow a carpenter's
plane, if they are near the Post, or take an iron file if no plane is
to be had, and they trim and dress the mud coating into perfect
shape. The last step in the process is taken with the aid of a jug
of water and a square of bearskin, nanu-rak. The Eskimo fills
Ms mouth with water (which warms the water), sprays the bear-
skin with it, and runs rapidly the length of the overturned sled,
spraying and rubbing the soaked bearskin over the mud-coated
runners, This race up and down the runners — as I watched
Utak perform it in preparation for our departure — is comical.
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